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Herland Report: Vaccines do not stop Covid: For more than 18 months, our governments and the media
have been telling us: “The return to normal life will be possible thanks to the vaccine,” “you will regain your
freedom when you are vaccinated,” “the non-vaccinated are responsible for the continuation of the epidemic.”
But no real-world study has provided the slightest evidence to support this pro-vaccine injection
marketing propaganda.
And the analysis of official WHO data (available at WHO covid dashboard) is very disturbing.
None of the champions of vaccination have succeeded in eliminating the virus, nor in avoiding strong
resurgence of the epidemic, and very few have totally liberated their vaccinated people from the supposedly
health liberating measures imposed without scientific proof of their effectiveness, writes Dr Gérard Delépine,
first published in French by Mondialisation.ca. Translated by Global Research.
.
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Vaccines do not stop Covid: The level of censorship in social
media and search engines is all-time high. Do like thousands of
others, subscribe to The Herland Report newsletter here! Thanks
so much for reading and supporting our investigative work.
Follow the new trends and subscribe!

Britain is the champion of the Astra Zeneca injection
But its high level of “vaccination” has not protected it from a strong resumption of the epidemic which has
persisted for four months, with an average of 40,000 cases daily.

On August 10, 21, testifying before British MPs, Professor Sir Andrew Pollard head of the Oxford Vaccine
Group said “the fact that vaccines did not stop the spread of Covid meant that reaching the threshold of
global immunity in the population was ‘mythical‘”, adding “with the current Delta variant, this is not
possible”.
Israel is the champion of the Pfizer injection
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In the spring of 2021, before the emergence of the Delta variant, Israel had been the first country in the
world to believe it had achieved herd immunity with the Pfizer injection.
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And the daily mortality followed despite the third injections. This resurgence of the disease made the Minister
of Health recognize that the injection’s effectiveness rate did not exceed 39% and that it only lasted a
few months.
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Speaking to Channel 13 TV News on August 5, 2021, Dr. Kobi Haviv, medical director of Herzog Hospital in
Jerusalem, said that “85-90% of hospitalizations are of fully vaccinated people” and “95% of severe patients
are vaccinated.” destroying vaccine propaganda claiming that the vaccine would protect against severe
forms.

RELATED ARTICLES:
Covid Vaccines are Epic Failure: Does not protect, kills more
Why are COVID Deaths Increasing Among the Vaxxed?
They Know the Covid Vaccine Is Killing, Yet They Continue Vaccinating
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Here again, vaccination has proven to be unable to protect the population.
On November 13, Dr. Kuipers, a specialist in intensive care, declared[1]
“The suggestion has been made of herd immunity. Forget it!“.
“We are now working with several scenarios. One is: there will always be a large number of corona patients. With
a substantial number of patients, we really need to organize care differently in the long run. Increase hospital
capacity to accommodate all Covid-19 and regular care patients.”

Singapore is Asia’s champion of pseudo-Covid vaccination with about 90% of the population injected
But this success in the number of injections has not prevented it from suffering a real tsunami of
contaminations with a number 4 times higher than the pre-injection peak.
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On Thursday, August 19, 2021, at a multi-conference of the ministry’s task force, Finance Minister Lawrence
Wong warned:
“Singapore will not achieve herd immunity during the pandemic despite its high COVID-19 vaccination rate[2].”
“The path to becoming a COVID-resilient nation will be a long and difficult task. Even with very high
vaccination rates, we will not achieve herd immunity.”

On September 8, 21, Tikki E. Pangestu, an infectious disease expert and visiting professor at the NUS Yong
Loo Lin School of Medicine in Singapore said:
“Achieving 95% herd immunity to Delta is a myth. With the Delta variant now dominant in most countries,
the target should instead be immunity to disease or prevention of severe illness and death from the virus.”

South Korea exceeds 80% vaccination rate
In June, the Korean media was pleased that herd immunity was within reach.
They even claimed that “it would be achieved by November[5]”. Ministry of Health spokesman Son Young-rae
warned that:
“Even after herd immunity is achieved in November, face masks and other safety measures will still be needed.

But since October, their mirage is fading, the epidemic is exploding and so is the mortality:
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In October, the daily number of infections rose to 2.5 times that of the peak of the epidemic before
vaccination (2600 vs 1000) and mortality followed.

This shows that vaccines do not solve the Covid problem or the problem of health restrictions.
Germany has injected 70% of its population
But this success of the sales of pseudo vaccines did not avoid a strong resumption of the epidemic in July
with an exponential growth since September with a number of daily contaminations (36000) largely exceeding
the records of before “vaccination”.
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The inhabitants of Berlin’s government district are bidding a slow and silent farewell, without a statement,
without a press release, to an illusion, to the goal that politicians have been pursuing since the beginning of
the year: collective immunity.
“Unfortunately, I can hardly imagine at this point that we will achieve herd immunity,” said K.
Lauterbach[6] a health expert of the center-left Social Democrats (SPD).
Vaccine euphoria has apparently given way to vaccine fatigue, and part of the population still does not want
to be vaccinated, knowing that vaccine protection is much weaker and shorter than advertised and postvaccination accidents more numerous. The country is gradually learning to live with the pandemic, but it is
struggling, partly because all the consequences are not known and remain unpredictable.
The Danish population is more than 75% vaccinated,
But this high “vaccination” rate has been unable to prevent a sudden resurgence of the epidemic and the
threat of further confinement.
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The Danish Infectious Diseases Agency SSI has stated that it no longer believes that herd immunity
can be achieved in the country through vaccination,[7] which means that sars CoV 2 could continue to
circulate for years.
“If vaccines were 100% effective against the variants currently in play and we had 100% vaccine coverage in
people 12 years and older, then we could talk about achieving true herd immunity against the delta variant,”
Krause said. “But unfortunately that’s not the reality; we can’t achieve that.”
“This means that it now makes sense to treat Covid-19 the same way we treat seasonal flu, and not
respond to waves of infection with strict restrictions.” “It will be more reminiscent of the flu than before,” she
added.

Iceland is the most vaccinated European country
Unfortunately, this vaccination coverage did not prevent a major recurrence of the epidemic.
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In June 2021 Þórólfur Guðnason, Iceland’s chief epidemiologist, said that vaccine immunity was progressing


well.
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But since the new wave, he had to admit in an interview on public radio that :
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“vaccination has not led to the herd immunity that the experts hoped for and that in reality herd immunity
could not be achieved by vaccination.”[9]
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In a public radio interview, the chief epidemiologist says herd immunity must be achieved through
transmission, not vaccination. [read]
For want of anything better, he made a last attempt to achieve it by encouraging a booster (3rd dose).[10]
Ireland was also highly vaccinated (over 75% of the population fully vaccinated)
In June Dr. Vellinga stated[11]:
“with the vaccines, if we continue as we are doing, by the end of the year we should have a fairly normal situation”.

However, a major relapse in infections occurred at the beginning of July 2021, which has been increasing for
the past month.

The city of Waterford has one of the highest Covid-19 vaccination rates in Ireland, with 99.7% of adults over
18 years fully vaccinated, but has become the place with the highest Covid-19 infection rate in the country.
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The 14-day incidence rate reached 1,486 cases per 100,000 population, three times the national average of



493 infections per 100,000 population. The adjacent Tramore-Waterford City West election area has a 14-day
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Health Protection Surveillance Centre.
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What about the “herd immunity” that our leaders have made a holy grail?
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Thierry Breton, the European commissioner in charge of vaccines, had deemed possible a collective
immunity on July 14, 2021 in the European Union. Before the Senate, he explained
the principle of the
Subscribe!
vaccine certificate as follows:
“Nothing will be mandatory!”.
“We will never use the word passport. It gives the feeling of being mandatory. It will not be. It will be voluntary”.

How could we still believe him?
The WHO had warned from the start:
“never in the history of public health has herd immunity been used as a strategy to respond to an epidemic.”[12]

On 12/11/2021 Dr. Jefferson Jones, a physician on the CDC’s COVID-19 epidemiology workgroup concluded
at the meeting:
“thinking that we will be able to reach some sort of threshold where there is no more transmission of
infections may not be possible.”

Since then, the CDC has shifted its focus away from a specific vaccination goal that, once achieved, would
presage the end of the pandemic.
Herd immunity could only be expected from the vaccine if it fully protected vaccinated individuals long enough
and prevented them from transmitting the disease. This is the case with vaccines against smallpox or yellow
fever.
However, the proven facts show that neither of these two conditions is fulfilled by the anti-Covid pseudovaccines. Vaccinated people are only 40% protected and not more than a few months, in case of infection
their viral load is equal to that of non-vaccinated infected people and they can transmit the disease perfectly.
This explains why herd immunity is unattainable with the current pseudo-vaccination.

Conclusions
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This overview of the evolution of the epidemic in these vaccine champion countries, as described by WHO
data and John Hopkins University curves, shows :
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That the Covid pseudo-vaccines do not protect populations from recurrence of the epidemic
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That health agencies have abandoned the hope of collective immunity through
vaccination,

qualified as a myth by almost all the agencies that believed in it
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That this failure is the consequence of the insufficient efficiency and the much too short duration[13]
of the current pseudo-vaccines which do not prevent from being sick nor Subscribe!
from transmitting the
disease
That many experts think that it is time to learn to live with covid as with the seasonal flu.

It is high time that our Minister of Health considered the facts and the conclusions of foreign
agencies and stop the fruitless quest for an illusory and dangerous vaccine grail.
The failure of pseudo-vaccines is all the more obvious now that cheap early treatments have proven to be
safe and effective in India as well as in Africa (Nigeria, Madagascar) when we look at the data published by
the WHO.
India has favored early and preventive treatments with hydroxychloroquine and Ivermectin with success.

Nigeria benefited from daily treatment with antimalarials.
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Madagascar is the victorious champion of Artemisin.

Notes
[1] https://www.curacaochronicle.com/post/main/nl-forget-it-acute-care-expert-says-about-covid-herdimmunity/
[2] : Lawrence Wong Singapour n’atteindra pas l’immunité collective contre le COVID
https://www.bworldonline.com/95-herd-immunity-vs-delta-is-a-myth-says-infectious-disease-expert/
[3] La Corée du Sud est en passe de créer une immunité collective après avoir vacciné 20 millions de
personnes
https://en.yna.co.kr/view/AEN20210803004500320
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[4] https://koreajoongangdaily.joins.com/2020/07/09/national/socialAffairs/herd-immunity-covidantibody/20200709190007649.html
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[6] Milena Hassenkamp, Christoph Hickmann, Armin Himmelrath, Martin Knobbe, Timo Lehmann, Martin U.
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Müller, Miriam Olbrisch, Gabriel Rinaldi et Christoph Schult L’immunité collective est impossible. Maintenant
quoi ? Der Spiegel 21/7/2021
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https://www.spiegel.de/international/germany/herd-immunity-is-impossible-now-what-a-35335ea0-5ab2-4e3d95e5-f2672b817056-amp
[7] Ritzau/Le local news@thelocal.dk @thelocaldenmark 6 août 2021
https://www.thelocal.dk/20210806/explained-why-has-denmark-given-up-on-achieving-herd-immunity-viavaccines/
[8] https://grapevine.is/news/2021/06/11/icelands-herd-immunity-is-progressing-well/
[9] https://www.organiclifestylemagazine.com/iceland-says-herd-immunity-must-be-reached-throughtransmission
[10] https://icelandmonitor.mbl.is/news/news/2021/11/08/hopes_booster_shot_will_create_herd_immunity/
[11] https://www.rte.ie/news/primetime/2021/0608/1226962-covid-19-ireland-herd-immunity/
[12] Allocution liminaire du Directeur général de l’OMS lors du point de presse sur la COVID-19 — 12 octobre
2020
https://www.who.int/fr/director-general/speeches/detail/who-director-general-s-opening-remarks-at-themedia-briefing-on-covid-19—12-october-2020
[13] 4 à 6 mois alors que L’immunité naturelle dure beaucoup plus longtemps
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